Republic of the Philippines
Professional Regulation Commission
Manila

PROFESSIONAL REGULATORY BOARD OF CHEMISTRY
Resolution No. 02
Series of 2015

REGISTRATION WITHOUT EXAMINATION AS CHEMICAL TECHNICIAN

For consideration of the Board are the following applicants for registration without examination as Chemical Technicians, pursuant to Section 18, Article II of Republic Act No. 754, "An Act to Regulate the Practice of Chemistry in the Philippines and for other Purposes" and Section 2 of Board Resolution No. 03, Series of 1989, the Implementing Rules and Regulation (IRR) thereof.

CHEMICAL TECHNICIANS

1. ABRASADO, RONALDO LAUREN
2. AGBAY, DENNIS AGUILA
3. ALDA, JENALYN PAGSINHUIN
4. ALMERON, LAILA ATIENZA
5. ARCE, ROWENA GUERRA
6. BALAN, MARIVIC DOLOR
7. BALDERAMA, EDNAY GLADYS ESCAMOS
8. BALMES, MARIVIC MENDOZA
9. CLEMO, CLAIRE BALMES
10. CORNEL, PAMELA CATEQUISTA
11. CUSTODIO, JOCEL DELFIN
12. DIMOL, VEVENCIO PALAY
13. DOLINO, BONIFACIO MALAGDAY
14. DOMINGO, OLIVIA DELA CRUZ
15. HERNANDEZ, JOEL TABIA
16. HISONA, RAMON LABO
17. JUMUAD, MERCEDES SAGA
18. KOBAYASHI, KAY KIMBERLY LIGUTAN
19. LANACA, MA. ANTONIELA CAEBLES
20. LUMANGLAS, EDERLINDA EVORA
21. LUMANGLAS, LUCIA MENDOZA
22. MACARAIG, LANI FRANE
23. MANALO, ELIZABETH SUAREZ
24. MARCEL, OLIVER ALORIA
25. MARTINEZ, LORILYN FRANCISCO
26. RELOTA, MILDRED JOMOC
27. NAVARRA, AMOR BERBANO
28. OLAYBAL, CORINNE KAE STA. ANA
29. OSIN, MARIA LUCHILYN TRUMATA
30. PALOMA, RICHARD ZABALA
31. PASCUAL, JOHN TABAN
32. SAMONTE, RYAN CUNANAN
33. SAN PASCUAL, CEZAR RAYMUNDO
34. SILANG, ZENaida DEL ROSARIO
35. SOLSONA, KENNETH JOSEPH ALGONES
36. UMBAO, ANASTACIA MATIBAG
37. VALDEZ, THELMA PEREZ

Upon review and consideration of the documents and records submitted, the Board finds that the abovenamed applicants have satisfactorily met the legal requirements prescribed for their registration as Chemical Technicians.

NOW THEREFORE, the Board RESOLVES, as it is hereby RESOLVED, to allow their registration as CHEMICAL TECHNICIANS. Let their Certificates of Registration and Professional Identification Cards be issued after they shall have registered and taken their oaths as professionals.

Done in the City of Manila, this 16th day of June of 2015.
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